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SIGNPOSTS! CLARIFICATION OF TERMS. WORDS/JARGON 

Just like THE MAP IS NOT THE TERRITORY (...it denotes it, it points towards it... it is not the same as 

it!), THE WORD IS NOT 'THE THING' it describes. The word points to 'the thing'. 

Yes, in Oneness, it's all the same, there's no distinction made anywhere- but if we're breaking it 

down for the sake of exploration (which we need to in order to have a conversation!), it's different. 

Such is the nature of the world- separation, allowing for experience and expression. 

To communicate, words are useful! In our discussions, whatever it is we are trying to describe, the 

WORDS POINT, or WORD POINTS to it. It would be a mistake to get caught up in words in and of 

themselves. (Like a poet who gets so caught up in structure and language that they forget about the 

overall feeling of the poem!). It would limit us to language... to signs and symbols only- social 

constructs- rather than Reality Itself. 

Much of the world is caught in worshipping the symbol. The image. The expression. At the expense, 

neglect, or to the detriment of the Direct Reality. 

In Advaita Vedanta, Direct Reality is what we are concerned with. This Reality is nowhere else but in 

us. It is us. We are it. And it is ALL THERE IS. For in Oneness, where's the separation? 

We use WORDS AS SIGNPOSTS to point to something greater than words. Something that cannot be 

bound by words, or reduced to them. Our own direct experience. Just like the word 'sweet' is not the 

same as the actual experience of the taste of sugar, if it is to be Real, 'Oneness' is more of a direct 

experience than a splitting and splicing, boxing-up and labelling word category or association. 

In our meetings I hope we can see Oneness- or Pure Awareness / Pure Consciousness- as the context 

in which all else emerges. Thoughts and words are the contents of this Awareness. Thoughts and 

words arise and fall in Awareness, but Awareness remains. This Awareness is beyond any effort to 

‘peg it’ with the transient and passing words that are born of it. Whether we describe it well or not 

(and let’s try to describe it well- however that is!), it exists. Awareness is of a different order to 

words. A different quality. A different Consciousness. 

This is why we can’t ‘get’ Advaita with thoughts and words alone. We can only use the words as 

tools, a springboard into our own direct felt experience. Which is of Awareness Itself. Awareness 

Itself! 

We can come back to this Awareness. Perhaps Silence says it best. But words can take us beautifully 

into this…  {MEDITATION} … and the play between words and Silence is the wondrous dance 

(pleasure, pain and all the rest!) of duality within NonDuality- experience and expression within- and 

of!- the Whole. 

LET’S AIM TO STRIKE A BALANCE BETWEEN ACKNOWLEDGING THE BEAUTY OF(/AND) EXPRESSION 

WORDS ALLOW… AND THE ULTIMATE REALITY THAT EXISTS WITHIN US- AS US- BEYOND WORDS 

ENTIRELY, AS IT IS! 

~ Nathan Godolphin 

20/10/16. 
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WE CAN UPDATE THIS LIST TOGETHER- KEEP IT FRESH AS WE GO- COMMENTS AND SUGGESTED 

ALTERATIONS WELCOME! WE’RE BUILDING CONSENSUS BEYOND ‘CONSENSUS REALITY’! 

Advaita – “Non-Dual” 

Vedanta – Knowledge. (E.g. Advaita Vedanta). 

The Non-Dual – Oneness. Nothing apart or outside of it. Nothing distanced or different from it. Not 

separated. Not only ‘you’ and ‘me’, ‘that’ and ‘this’ demarcations. Not limited. Not cut-off, not 

boxed-up. Not ‘somewhere else’. Identity beyond differentiation. Identity beyond identity. True ‘I’. 

Loss of the separate sense of ‘I’? Or integration of it? 

NOTE: Interesting how it’s so ‘alien’ to us that we have to describe this Ultimate Reality with a 

negation (i.e. ‘not’-duality). Has an inversion occurred? Do we think separation is more real than 

Oneness? Are we (/have we been…) conditioned to think this way? 

Brahman – (In Indian tradition, as many of these terms are- a Sanskrit word…). The Non-Dual Reality. 

‘The Absolute’. 

Sangha – Community. Spiritual Community. Here, we are naturally helping each other in spiritual 

growth, development and flowering! Just by being true to ourselves and each other… and practising 

this. 

Non-Duality – (See above). (…Or should we say ‘look within’!). The state of Oneness. Timeless and 

Spaceless. Eternal. Beyond space and time (for time and space are what segregate and delineate, 

and separate out). Also, the topic name for the exploration of Oneness. E.g. ‘I like reading about 

Non-Duality’. 

Duality – The state of separation. Time and space reality. The way of the world, it would seem! The 

world that allows for different experiences at different times and in different places, is the world of 

duality. Of ‘this’ and not ‘that’… of one thing and not another. The subject-object split of perception. 

If we take a dualistic approach, we see that we are separate to other people, places, things. We have 

our own body-mind, and body-mind identity, or ‘ego’ (neither good nor bad, necessarily! Depends 

whether we see it in isolation as a thing in itself, or in service to something Greater). Duality is the 

realm of experience and expression. If it ‘lacks’ anything, Oneness lacks this. Some might say that 

Oneness gives birth to duality in order to experience itself. 

Mind – Hmmm. An interesting one. The state of our attunement (to Non-duality or duality). Perhaps 

we can shift between the two? Perhaps the two are not so different, just different ‘textures’, 

‘modes’ or ‘frequencies’ of the same One! We could say that ‘mind’ is our own particular 

configuration of consciousness, given that each person views the world differently through their 

own personal filters and lenses (based on experience and upbringing…).  

self (small ‘s’)– Who we are, as defined in time and space. Focused attention/Awareness. Limited 

sense of who we are. Limited sense of self. Ego. Illusion (not necessarily, but a tendency towards it 

maybe… if left unchecked by absence of broader Awareness). Maybe we think of ourselves in terms 

of our mind, or as an individual being, as defined in the dualistic world of constructed societal, 

cultural, personal values. Who we define ourselves as in relation to other people and labels of 
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association. Even if you have an ‘open personality’, this ‘self’ may be seen as the relatively closed self 

(at least there is some kind of definition, compartmentalisation, differentiation, or walls around it…), 

or on a narrower frequency. The ‘headless chicken’?! 

Self (big ‘S’)– Beyond time and space. Beyond illusion. Existing As It Is, regardless of the belief system 

of the ‘self’. Wider attention/Awareness. Connectedness. Oneness. Silence. (without inner dialogue). 

Stillness (Inner?! Inner and outer both?!). Purity (I.e. untainted by the attachments and aversions of 

our more limited ‘self’). But at the same time, not fear of contamination, no judgement implied. 

Unconditional Love. Allowing, accepting. The Witnessing consciousness, that can step back and see 

the headless chicken, or the chattering monkey-mind. The Witness. Open Self. Broader frequency. 

Simple. Unclouded. Infinite and Eternal Here and Now. (Eternity is Here and Now, or it is nowhere; 

the Infinite is not time stretched on and on, perhaps, but its absence). NowHere. This is our True Self 

that never dies. Unlike our body, which will eventually fade away…   

Note: It’s all the same One! Just in different modes! ‘Self’ (big ‘S’) denotes the Ultimate Essence, 

‘self’ (little ‘s’) denotes the individual personal experience. We need both these ‘open’ (Boundless) 

and ‘closed’ (boundaried) aspects of who we are in order to be balanced. Maybe we should not be 

seeking to exclude or deny one or the other (for example, by trying to meditate out the body before 

we’ve lived in it. But then, perhaps only when we’ve gone beyond limitation, to the Unlimited, can 

we really appreciate the majesty of our existence Here in form). But look how the world denies 

spiritual truth! And look how spiritual seekers might deny the world!  Where’s the balance in that?! 

Integration – One to think about for yourself. 

Spirit – Pure Spirit = Oneness. Often when I talk about ‘Spirit’, I mean this. I am not talking about 

spirits/ghosts! 

Source – The Source. Pure Essence. Our True Identity. Who We Are beyond all the constructs, 

behind the mask. The Essence of Consciousness/Awareness we were born from, exist in, and return 

to. 

Relative – Relative truth is the truth of your own experience. It is dualistic. What is true for one 

person may not be true for another. These are relative truths, based on relative experience (duality). 

Ultimate – Ultimate Truth = The One Truth of Non-Duality. Universal. Formless. “The Being of Being 

in all beings”. 

Individual – What is individual?! We can talk about different individuals (relatively), or the One 

Universal Truth, that we could also see as the Ultimate Oneness, Aloneness… or ‘All-One-ness’.  

***To me at least (don’t just go along with what I say! See for yourself…), PURE CONSCIOUS/ 

GOD/SPIRIT/TRUE SELF/LOVE/SOURCE/PURE AWARENESS/PURE LIGHT/PURE LIFE/ESSENCE/PURE 

ENERGY/PURE BEING/ONENESS are all the same ‘thing’. The ‘thing beyond things’- This Non-Dual 

Reality. Of course, we can have ‘lesser forms’ of these things… like limited awareness, blinkered 

consciousness, possessive love… or even love that is loving but just not as boundlessly loving as Pure 

Source!... which make me feel that Reality is expressed on a Spectrum… kind of like Pure Source at 

the centre of the wheel, and the spokes and the edges of the wheel are the ways and forms of this 

Oneness in movement/expression/ world that we know. Hence, to coin a new term: 
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Spiritual-Organic Spectrum - Like a spectrum from Non-Dual Self Essence, to dualistic self 

expression, body-mind identity. Spectrum of Consciousness. A ‘continuum’ of One Being Here! From 

Spiritual Essence to the expression of Nature and the Natural world. From One Pure Spirit to 

separation into many embodied experiences and expressions. Again. Like a Spiritual hub, from which 

all else emerges, exists in, returns to. 

It’s all The One Self, on a spectrum of Open to closed and back again! 

Oh yes… and what is Unity? Unity is greater than the sum of the parts! True Unity is the shared 

recognition of the Truth of Oneness. The Truth of The (Non-Dual) One. Anything else is just an 

externally ‘held together’ or ‘internally believed in’ unity of no Real (i.e. Ultimate) substance 

(Ultimate Essence?). And therefore easily manipulated in the tricksy world of duality! 

Let us meet in community- Common Unity. (It’s actually quite extraordinary in this world!) 

ALL THIS IS A GUIDE. MAKE OF IT WHAT YOU WILL! YOU WILL ANYWAY! ☺. 

~ Nathan Godolphin 

20/10/16. 


